This paper presents a novel method for acquiring a set of query patterns to retrieve documents containing important information about an entity. Given an existing Wikipedia category that contains the target entity, we extract and select a small set of query patterns by presuming that formulating search queries with these patterns optimizes the overall precision and coverage of the returned Web information. We model this optimization problem as a weighted maximum satisfiability (weighted Max-SAT) problem. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms other methods based on statistical measures such as frequency and point-wise mutual information (PMI), which are widely used in relation extraction.
Introduction
Wikipedia 1 is useful for obtaining comprehensive information of entities and concepts. However, even with 3.3 million English articles, Wikipedia does not necessarily include articles about an entity and concept of interest to a user. The ultimate goal of this study is to generate articles about an entity of a specified category from the Web by using Wikipedia articles in the same entity category as exemplars.
This study follows previous work of the other authors on query-biased/focused summarization (Tombros and Sanderson, 1998; Berger and Mittal, 2000) for modeling the target article generation process. In that model, when a user inputs an entity of interest, Web pages are retrieved that describe the entity by issuing queries to an information retrieval system. Using the retrieved pages as an information source, an article (summary) can be produced specialized for the target entity. From the application point of view, the article should include the concepts that best describe the target entity. In addition, articles concerning the entities of a category should cover concepts that are typical of the category. For example, an article about an actor is expected to mention his nationality, date of birth, movie credits, awards, etc.
A great number of researchers have addressed the problem of query-focused summarization (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998; White et al., 2003; Dang, 2005; Daumé and Marcu, 2006; Varadarajan and Hristidis, 2006; Fuentes et al., 2007; Gupta et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007; Kanungo et al., 2009) . However, these studies assume that a document collection is provided for the summarization systems. In other words, collecting source documents that include important concepts for the target entity is not in the scope of these studies. For example, queries such as "(actor) was born in," "(actor) born on," "(actor) plays," and "(actor) won" may be more suitable than the simple query "(actor)" for obtaining concepts concerning the actor.
Source documents can be collected by a similar idea in relation extraction, which extracts entities having specific relations with the target entity (Hearst, 1992; Brin, 1999; Agichtein and Gravano, 2000; Turney, 2001; Pantel and Pennac-chiotti, 2006; Blohm et al., 2007) . These studies typically use statistical measures, such as frequency and point-wise mutual information (PMI), to assess the scores of the query patterns. However, these studies cannot eliminate the redundancy of concepts retrieved by a query set because they are designed to extract entities for each relation independently. For example, the query "(actor) born on" would not be necessary if the query "(actor) was born in" could gather documents referring to both the actor's nationality and date of birth.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for acquiring a set of high-quality query patterns that can gather source documents referring to important concepts about a specified entity. Given a category in which the entity is expected to be included, we use existing Wikipedia articles in this category to extract query patterns so that, when used together with the entity, they can retrieve important concepts related to the entity. We then select a small subset of query patterns that maximize the coverage and precision of the query result by modeling the query selection task as a weighted maximum satisfiability (weighted Max-SAT) problem.
Proposed method
First, let us define the terminology used in this paper. An entity is a topic for which we need to obtain an article (summary). Note that this definition is different from that used in other studies (e.g., named entity recognition). A concept is a noun phrase that has a specific relation to an entity. A query pattern is a lexical pattern that contains a slot filled by an entity. Used with an entity, a query pattern instantiates a query that collects related concepts. For example, "X was born in" is a query pattern in which X is a slot. When replacing X with an entity (e.g., "Dustin Hoffman"), the query pattern instantiates a query that may return the birthplace.
The goal of this study is, for a given entity category (e.g., American actor), to acquire a set of query patterns (template) for collecting related concepts from the Web. We learn the template by using Wikipedia articles of the category as supervision data. The method consists of three steps.
Triplet extraction identifies, for each
Wikipedia article, entity mentions, concepts, and phrases that form a bridge between the entity mentions and concepts. In the context of learning query patterns from Wikipedia, we assume that a Wikipedia article is written for an entity. By identifying entity mentions and concepts in the article, we obtain bridging phrases between entity mentions and concepts as candidates for query patterns.
2. Pattern assessment verifies whether each candidate query pattern can actually retrieve concepts from the Web. This step issues queries of the form "(entity) (pattern)" to an information retrieval system, analyzes the retrieved Web pages, and examines whether each concept is found in the same sentence as the query expressions.
3. Pattern selection obtains a template by choosing a small subset of patterns such that the retrieved Web pages contain as many kinds of concepts as possible. We also eliminate query patterns that can retrieve descriptions other than concepts. We formalize this step as a weighted Max-SAT problem.
Triplet extraction
We first analyze Wikipedia articles to extract triplets of entities, query patterns, and concepts. Because a Wikipedia article usually describes a single entity, we identify the entity from the title of the article. We then search for occurrences of the entity in the body of the article. However, we might need to resolve coreference expressions because the entity might be described by a number of surface variations. For example, the Wikipedia article titled "Dustin Hoffman" might refer to the entity using "he" and "Hoffman" as well as "Dustin Hoffman"; the entity "Microsoft Corporation" might be described by "Microsoft" and "the company" in the article. In general, coreference resolution is a nontrivial NLP task. Fortunately, Wikipedia articles are written for target entities. Therefore, we replace the occurrences of the following expressions in the body with the entity name: 2. The phrase that appears the most frequently with the four anaphoric expressions "he," "she," "they," and "the noun."
The first rule deals with anaphoric expression caused by an ellipsis, e.g., "Dustin Hoffman" is referred to by "Dustin" and "Hoffman." The second rule resolves the coreference expressions caused by pronouns and definite noun phrases. After detecting the entity mentions, we identify the concepts concerning the entity in the article. In this study, we employ WikiLink texts (anchor texts linked with other Wikipedia articles) that cooccur with the entity mentions in the same sentences. Finally, we identify a candidate of a query pattern as a phrase that satisfies the following conditions:
1. It consists of alphanumeric letters and hyphens only.
2. Its length is no longer than 6 tokens.
3. It appears between an entity mention and a concept in a sentence. Figure 1 shows a snippet of the Wikipedia article about "Dustin Hoffman." The underlined expressions are identified as entity mentions; the text in square brackets represents a WikiLink text. Because all WikiLink texts appear in sentences with the entity mentions, we identify all expressions with square brackets as concepts. Italic texts are candidates of the query patterns.
Finally, we extract triplets of the form E k , P i ,C j from the Wikipedia article, where 
.., L}) denotes the entity, P i (i ∈ {1, ..., M}) denotes a query pattern, and C j ( j ∈ {1, ..., N}) denotes a concept. For each concept C j found in the Wikipedia article, we build a triplet by setting E k as the entity of the article and P j as the query pattern that precedes the concept C j . Repeating this process for L Wikipedia articles in the same category, we obtain triplets with M query patterns and N concepts. Table 1 shows the eight triplets obtained from Figure 1 . Here, it might not be clear whether the indefinite article a is necessary in the pattern is from a. Although we do not address this issue directly in this paper, we determine the popularity and usefulness of the pattern by analyzing Wikipedia articles in the same category. Similarly, some concepts (e.g., Russian) are not so important for the entity. It may be better to filter out the concept, but we expect that errors in concept identification are negligible when selecting the query patterns.
Pattern assessment
In this step, we verify whether each pattern P i can actually retrieve concepts of the entities from the Web. More specifically, for every combination of an entity mention E k and a pattern P i , we issue a query "E k P i " (e.g., "Dustin Hoffman graduated from") to Yahoo! Search BOSS 2 . We download the top 10 Web pages retrieved by each query and examine whether any of the concepts, C j , appear in the same sentence as the query phrase. To describe the capability of the patterns for retrieving concepts, we introduce an m × n matrix called R, Figure 2 illustrates a bipartite graph between the patterns and concepts with R as the biadjacency matrix. Here, nodes with dotted lines are expressions other than concepts but are retrieved by the patterns. For example, the pattern "in" can retrieve four concepts Academy Award, California, Los Angeles, and 1937, but it also retrieves non-concepts such as DVD, the News, and blogs. In other words, this pattern can retrieve sentences with a number of concepts, but it also gathers unnecessary sentences. Thus, we define the error rate of pattern P i ε i = 1 − (# sentences with concepts) (# total sentences retrieved by P i ) .
Pattern selection
Based on the pattern assessment in Section 2.2, this step chooses a small set of query patterns as the template. Let w 1 , ..., w m denote m Boolean (0-1 integer) variables, each of which (w i ) indicates whether the corresponding query pattern P i is selected (1) or unselected (0). Choosing a subset of query patterns is equivalent to assigning Boolean values to the variables w 1 , ..., w m . The number of selected patterns is ∑ m i=1 w i . Given an assignment of variables w 1 , ..., w m for the query patterns, we can examine whether the concept C j is retrieved from the patterns by using the logical sum,
Here, c j is a Boolean (0-1) variable indicating that concept C j is retrieved (1) or not retrieved (0) by the template. In Figure 2 , if either the "in" or "was born in" pattern is selected, we can retrieve the concept "1937" from the Web search.
To choose a set of query patterns, we maximize the number of concept coverages ∑ n j=1 c j as well as minimize the number of patterns selected ∑ m i=1 w i and the total of the error rates of the selected patterns ∑ m i=1 ε i w i . This is achieved by solving the following problem. Problem 1.
Here, α and β are the parameters for controlling the preference of a smaller number of patterns (α) and the preference of accurate patterns (β ).
To solve this problem, we rewrite it as a weighted maximize satisfiability (weighted Max-SAT) problem.
Instead of subtracting the penalty terms from the objective value, we give bonus weights (α + β ε i ) if the pattern P i is not selected. This is achieved by introducing additional clauses x n+1 , ..., x n+m that are satisfied by ¬w 1 , ..., ¬w m , respectively. Therefore, the optimization process tries to find a compromise between selecting patterns (clauses x 1 , ..., x n ) and rejecting patterns (clauses x n+1 , ..., x n+m ). Although the complexity of the weighted Max-SAT problem is NP-hard, we use MiniMaxSAT (Heras et al., 2008) to solve the problem.
Evaluation
To verify the performance of the proposed method, we compare the precision, coverage, and F'-score of the information retrieval process by using the template obtained by the proposed method with that by three other baseline methods.
Experimental Settings

Data
We use articles of five categories in Wikipedia as the data for evaluation: American actors, Genetic disorders, American tennis players, Software companies, and Operas. Among these categories, the first two (American actors, Genetic disorders) have been commonly used as evaluation data in previous research on text summarization (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009 ). The other three (American tennis players, Software companies, Operas) are categories about three distinct topics (sport, business, entertainment). Table 2 shows information about these categories.
We divide the article set of a given category into six subsets. We use one subset as the development set for tuning the parameters α and β in the proposed method. The remaining five subsets are the training set and the test set, which are used for the 5-fold cross-validation. We create the template by using the training set and evaluate it with the test set. For evaluation of the baseline methods, we use only the training set and the test set.
Baselines Random Selection
The baseline "Random Selection" randomly selects 10 query patterns from the candidate query patterns as the template for the category. Frequency In this baseline method, we sort the query patterns for each category in the order of frequency of occurrences in the category. We then select the top 10 frequent query patterns as the template for the category.
PMI-Web
The baseline PMI-Web chooses the query patterns that are the most "reliable." Following KnowItNow (Cafarella et al., 2005) and Espresso (Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006), the "reliability" of a Figure 3: Relation between coverage and query pattern frequency.
pattern is defined by using the strength of the association of the pattern with the entities and concepts co-occurring with the pattern. In KnowItNow and Espresso, PMI (point-wise mutual information) is used to measure the strength of this association. PMI is estimated with the Web search hit counts as follows:
where hit(E k P i ), hit(C j ) are the Web search hit counts for the query "E k , P i ," "C j "(E k , P i ,C j is entity, pattern, concept), and hit(E k , P i ,C j ) is the hit count for the query "E k P i " and "C j ." The reliability score of the query pattern is defined as the following formula:
where S is the set of pairs of entity E k and concept C j co-occurring with the pattern P i in a sentence. The method PMI-Web chooses the top 10 patterns that have the highest reliability scores.
Experiments
We use each method to generate a template and retrieve information of the entities by using the query patterns in the template. We remove the query patterns occurring only once in each category from the candidate patterns because these patterns may be too entity-specific or noisy. Figure 3 shows the coverage of the concept retrieval process when we use the top N frequently appearing patterns in the candidate pattern set. We observe that the coverage does not reach 100% even if we use all the query patterns. This is because some concepts cannot be retrieved by any query pattern. Moreover, we consider a Wikilink as a concept, even though some Wikilink texts do not actually represent a concept.
We use query patterns that occur no less than 3 times (for American actors, American tennis players, Software companies, and Operas) or twice (for Genetic disorders) in the corresponding Wikipedia articles so that the query patterns reach 95% of the upper bound of the coverage. This small subset comprises the final candidate patterns. For the candidate patterns, we use the proposed method (solving the weighted Max-SAT problem) and the three baselines described above to choose N query patterns.
The precision, coverage and quasi F-score (F'-score) of the information retrieval process by each template are defined as follows:
where freq(E k , P i ) is the frequency of the phrase "E k P i " in the retrieved documents, freq(E k , P i ,C j ) is the frequency of co-occurrence of the phrase "E k P i " and "C j " in the sentences. C total is the total number of distinct concepts in the data set, and C collected is the number of distinct concepts which can be collected by the template. Table 5 shows the average of the precision, coverage and F' scores of the five categories when we choose 10 query patterns (N=10). The proposed method obtains the highest score of all methods. Moreover, the proposed method outperforms the baselines not only for the average of all categories, but also for each category. This result indicates Figure 4: Number of query patterns (N) in template and F' score in American tennis players.
Result
that the proposed method is able to choose query patterns that precisely and comprehensively collect the target concepts. Table 3 shows some example templates produced by the proposed method. In this table, the number in the parentheses next to a pattern is the frequency rank of the pattern. We observe that the proposed method generates templates with two types of query patterns: generic patterns and specific patterns. Generic patterns such as "is a" and "is an" are patterns that can appear in every category. These patterns cover various kinds of concepts (high coverage), but may retrieve sentences that do not describe any concept (low precision). Specific patterns, such as "has a star on the" and "was nominated for a," can retrieve concepts that have specific relations with the entity. Therefore, queries with specific patterns retrieve a small number of concepts with high precision. The proposed method chooses query patterns in both of these types to achieve both high precision and high coverage. Therefore, it is able to retrieve "is an"(1), "was an"(2), "was a"(7), "graduated from"(9), "died of" (18), "has a star on the"(24), "was nominated for a"(28), "was married to"(47), "was born on"(56), "has appeared in"(92) American tennis players "defeated"(3), "beat"(5), "is a former"(12), "is an"(16), "graduated from" (17), "reached the"(18), "played"(24), "of"(30), "was"(38), "won" Software companies "is a"(1), "acquired"(3), "is"(9), "is headquartered in"(11), "was founded by"(15), "has offices in" (22), "was"(29), "include"(36), "introduced"(41), "is an international"(41) Genetic disorders "is a"(1), "is an"(2), "has an autosomal recessive pattern of" (3), "has an autosomal dominant pattern of" (9), "is named after"(11), "is a form of" (13), "is caused by"(16), "include"(18), "appears to be inherited in an"(41), "is considered an"(41) Operas "is an"(1), "is a"(2), "is an opera by"(17), "was" (18), "is a comic" (20), "premiered at the"(25), "was first performed at"(31), "is the second"(38), "opera" (46), "libretto by"(62) "was an," "of the complete operas of the," "was on," "was commissioned by," 15.79 8.12 10.73 "by," "is," "popular," "for the," "New York," "the same name by" Frequency "is an," "is a," "the," "by," "of the," "in," "and," "of," "was a," "a" 16.83 27.12 20.77 PMI-Web "was created by," "is a three act," "premiered at the," "was an," "is an," 30.25 18.29 22.80 "is an opera composed by," "is a Hindi language," "premiered on" "was commissioned by," "was first performed at the," Proposed "is an," "is a," "is an opera by," "was," "is a comic," "premiered at the," 31.18 27.28 29.10 "was first performed at," "is the second," "opera," "libretto by" various types of concepts. This implies that the method achieves high coverage even for concepts that cannot be retrieved by generic patterns.
The baseline Frequency obtains the second highest F'-score. It achieves high coverage but low precision. This is because this method chooses high-frequency patterns that can appear with every concept. Therefore, it is able to retrieve concepts with high coverage. However, these patterns do not retrieve specific information concerning a concept. Moreover, some high-frequency patterns, such as "the " and "by," lead to sentences that do not describe any concept. Table 4 shows the patterns generated for the category Opera by each method. We can observe that the method Frequency chooses very generic patterns, such as "is a," "and," and "the," which are not specific to Opera.
In contrast, the method PMI-Web achieves high precision but low coverage. This is because this method chooses highly reliable patterns (e.g., "was commissioned by"), which are strongly associated with a specific kind of concept. However, these patterns cannot retrieve a broad range of concepts related to the target entity. This explains why the method cannot achieve high coverage. Figure 4 shows the F' scores when we vary the number of selected query patterns (N) for the category American tennis players. We observe that the templates generated by the proposed method achieve the highest F'-score at every value of N. The maximum F'-score is 24.7, which is achieved when N is 30. Moreover, the proposed method requires only five query patterns to achieve the F'-score of 21.4. Therefore, the proposed method achieves a high F'-score by using only a small number of patterns. This implies that the method achieves high performance in a short query processing time.
Related Work
Many studies have addressed the problem of pattern extraction from Wikipedia (or other large corpora). Filatova et al. (2006) presented an approach for automatically extracting important word patterns from a large corpus. They analyzed the BBC corpus to extract word patterns containing verbs that are supposed to be important for a specific domain. Biadsy et al. (2008) described a system for producing biographies for a given target name. They used Wikipedia to learn the document structures of a biography. Ye et al. (2009) explored a method for generating a series of summaries of various lengths by using information from Wikipedia. Sauper and Barzilay (2009) proposed an approach for creating a summary of many chunks of text that are related to an entity and retrieved from the Web. They used Wikipedia not only for producing the template, but also for improving the summaries. Although the target of their work is very close to that of our study, the focus of each study is different. They address the method for selecting appropriate sentences for summarization, whereas we consider the method for selecting query patterns that can generate a comprehensive summary of an entity.
Various studies have addressed Web page summarization and query-focused summarization, from search result summarization (Kanungo et al., 2009 ) to query biased summarization (Wang et al., 2007) . Furthermore, Fujii and Ishikawa (2004) presented a method to automatically compile encyclopedic knowledge from the Web.
Similar to relation extraction, the proposed method retrieves information concerning an entity by using query patterns. This is because query patterns for relation extraction are also appropriate in sentence extraction for multi-document summarization (Hachey, 2009) . However, the relation extraction task primarily obtains query patterns that retrieve instances of a specific relation. This is different from the goal of this study, which is obtaining a set of patterns that are able to retrieve a large range of topics related to an entity.
Conclusion
We present a novel method to acquire a set of query patterns for retrieving documents that contain important information regarding an entity. Especially, we concentrate on the method for selecting query patterns that are able to comprehensively and precisely retrieve important concepts concerning an entity. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms methods based on statistical measures such as frequency and point-wise mutual information (PMI), which are widely used in relation extraction.
Currently, we use the text between an entity and a WikiLink as a candidate for a query pattern. In the future, we plan to use the text between two noun phrases as query patterns to increase the number of candidates for the pattern selection process. Moreover, we intend to build a text summarization application based on the proposed method to confirm that the selected pattern set is able to generate a comprehensive summary for an entity.
